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Abstract. Different security notions and settings for identification pro-
tocols have been proposed so far, considering different adversary models
where the main objective is the non-transferability of the proof.

In this paper we consider one of the strongest non-transferability no-
tions, namely resettable non-transferable identification introduced by
Bellare et al. This notion aim at capturing security with respect to pow-
erful adversaries that have physical access to the device that proves its
identity, and thus can potentially reset its internal state. We discuss some
limitations of existing notions for secure identification protocols as well
as different impossibility results for strong notions of non-transferability.
We introduce a new strong and achievable notion for resettable non-
transferable identification that reflects real scenarios more adequately
and present a generic protocol that satisfies this notion. We then show
how to efficiently instantiate our construction and discuss how our proto-
col can improve the current proposals for the next generation of electronic
passports (e-passports).
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1 Introduction

Identification protocols are mechanisms that enable one party V , called the
verifier, to gain assurance that the claimed identity of another party P , called
the prover, is legitimate. P holds a secret key corresponding to a public key
known by V , and P proves that she is the owner of the secret key. The main
security requirement is to prevent an adversary A from impersonating the prover
P , and making the verifier V believe it is interacting with P . Traditionally, this
is achieved by means of a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge [1,2], i.e., P proves
knowledge of the secret key in zero-knowledge. This guarantees that the prover
is legitimate and that the verifier gains no information about the secret key.

A stronger security notion for identification protocols is that of non-transfe-
rability; that is, an adversarial verifier A shall not be able to exploit the fact
that she successfully runs the identification protocol with P to convince a honest
verifier V that he is indeed P . In the rest of the paper we will also say that A is
a man-in-the-middle (MiM, for short).

In this paper, we consider very powerful MiM adversaries. Specifically, we
allow the adversary to run several instances of the identification protocol with
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the prover; and we do not restrict the adversary to run the same protocol with P
and V . In some contexts, an important security property is the protection against
reset attacks that deals with adversaries capable of resetting the internal state
of the prover thus forcing the prover to use the same randomness for more than
one run of the protocol. Security against reset attacks is of special interest for
applications that use identification protocols and have sophisticated security and
privacy requirements like the electronic passport also called e-passport [3,4,5]. We
consider e-passports as our running example throughout this paper.

Related work. Non-transferability of proofs has been considered in the literature
in the designated verifier/confirmer framework [6,7]. In this framework, a proof is
linked to a verifier, and hence cannot be transferred. The issue here is that these
approaches are based on public-key infrastructures (PKI) linking public keys to
verifiers. Unfortunately, this is not practical (or even impossible) in large scale
applications. Specifically, in the case of our running example (i.e., e-passports)
it would be very difficult to manage the revocation lists of the readers’ (verifiers)
side (see also a similar discussion in [8]).

Security issues against adversaries with reset capabilities were considered by
Goldreich et al. [9]. They introduced the concept of resettable security for zero-
knowledge proofs. This notion has been investigated further in other papers
(e.g., [10,11]) which mainly focus on having feasibility results and efficient con-
structions for zero-knowledge proofs requiring public-key for the verifiers.

Monnerat et al. [8] recently proposed identification protocols that consists in
non-transferable signatures of knowledge. An important feature of their protocol
is that they do not require PKI on the verifier’s side. The proposed solutions
are based on identification protocols that are zero-knowledge, and security is
guaranteed under the assumption that the MiM does not work on-line. The
protocol of [8] can be made secure against reset attacks by using resettable zero-
knowledge. However, the known resettable zero-knowledge protocols that can
work in their setting (i.e., without setup assumptions) are inefficient and cannot
guarantee the proof of knowledge property (in the black-box sense).

To our knowledge, formal security notions capturing reset attacks for identi-
fication protocols have been first given by Bellare et al. [10]. They distinguish
between two notions termed as CR1 and CR2 where CR stands for concurrent-reset.
The CR1 notion allows MiM to interact with prover instances (concurrently) hav-
ing the goal to impersonate the prover at a later time (off-line attack). The CR2
notion is stronger and allows the adversary to interact with prover instances and
simultaneously attempt to impersonate the prover (on-line attack).

Basically, CR2 security is impossible to achieve since the adversary can sim-
ply relay (copy) all messages between the prover and the verifier. In [10] the
authors discuss this issue and argue that such attacks do not harm, since in
fact the verifier was talking to the actual prover. Hence they do not consider
these attacks as successful attacks in their security definition (which is based on
matching session ids). However, this restriction is not necessary: First, it does
not adequately reflect real scenarios in practice where the MiM could then get
the benefit of an access obtained through the prover. Secondly it can be removed
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by other means in practice, e.g., through techniques such as distance bounding
protocols [12,13,14,15] allowing the prover to ensure that the MiM cannot play
other protocols at the same time, i.e., the protocol is performed with the prover
in one shot and in isolation. Moreover, as we show in Section 2, even when using
techniques like distance bounding, the CR1 notion of [10] would not suffice to
capture attacks where the MiM succeeds in transferring the proof by suspending
and resuming the verifier before and after resettably interacting with the prover.

Our contribution. In this paper, we propose a strong notion of security for
identification protocols, termed CR+, which we believe to adequately model the
non-transferability properties of identification protocols under reset attacks.
Comparing CR+ with the notions of security CR1 and CR2 of Bellare et al. [10], we
stress that CR+ allows the adversary to play different protocols with the prover
and with the honest verifier. In addition, we allow the adversary to start and
suspend the interaction with the verifier, start a resetting attack on the prover,
and finally, resume the interaction with the verifier. The notion CR1 of [10] in-
stead only considers adversaries that interact with the verifier after they have
interacted with the prover.

We then propose a general identification protocol and prove that it is CR+
secure. Specifically, our general protocol is an argument of knowledge1 and guar-
antees CR+ security with respect to any other identification protocol that is an
argument of knowledge. In addition, our protocol makes minimal set-up assump-
tion and it does not require PKI on the verifier side. We also give an efficient
instantiation of our protocol based on the hardness of discrete logarithms.

Moreover, we apply our results to the current proposal for enhanced e-passports
Extended Access Control (EAC) [16,5]. We point out the conceptual weaknesses of
the chip authentication within EAC with respect to the requirements mentioned
above and to our framework CR+. More concretely, we describe a simple attack
on the Chip Authentication protocol which shows that the protocol is not CR+
secure, and propose our efficient instantiation as a possible substitute for the Chip
Authentication protocol.

2 Identification Protocols Secure Against Reset Attacks

Requirement analysis. Given the previous discussion, we focus on the following
requirements.

1. Non-transferability. An adversarial verifier should not be able to exploit
in any useful way the fact that a prover successfully proved his identity
to her. Since the strong on-line attack is unavoidable when the adversary
controls the communication channel, one has to make some physical/setup
assumptions or deploy techniques such as distance bounding [12,13,14,15]

1 An argument of knowledge is a proof of knowledge that is secure against polynomial-
time adversarial provers. This is a widely used security notion for identification
schemes since here the prover has to prove knowledge of a secret information that
corresponds to its identity.
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that help to decrease the viability of these attacks, and reduce it to an off-
line attack. A non-transferable protocol should be resilient to such MiM
attacks.

2. Resettability. Standard security notions do not work anymore when the
adversary has access to the device that is running the honest party protocol,
in particular when the adversary can manipulate it – e.g., reset the inter-
nal state of the prover (see, e.g., [9,10]). These attacks are actually possible
when the adversary has physical control of the device. This happens for in-
stance when an e-passport is given to someone else for performing an identity
control.2 Concretely, e-passports are often physically given to someone who
performs identity checks. Moreover, the random number generation of some
RFID chips have already been successfully attacked due to their weak im-
plementations. Therefore an identification protocol must resilient even to an
adversary who can reset the proving device to a previous state.

3. Practical setup assumptions. In many large scale applications, one de-
sires practical setup assumptions and key management to avoid strong over-
head. Solutions such as the framework of designated verifier proofs require
the existence and the deployment of a public-key infrastructure (PKI) for
managing the keys of the verifiers. For e-passport for instance, having a PKI
on the verifier (reader) side is often an additional and strong overhead, since
it is not practical to manage revocation lists and other updates. Note that
the current proposal for e-passport [16,5] heavily uses PKI, also on the ver-
ifier side. A design goal for identification protocols is therefore the use of
practical setup assumptions and thus no PKI should be used on the verifier
side.

4. Efficiency. Many of the settings where such identification protocols are em-
ployed, consider low-powered devices (smart cards, RFID chips) and thus
there are important efficiency requirements concerning the round, commu-
nication, and computational complexities of the proposed protocols. Beyond
general feasibility results, another goal is the design of protocols that are
both secure and efficient.

Security notion. We follow (and slightly adapt to our setting) the notation used
by Bellare et al. [10]. We assume that the number m(k) of moves for an instance
of the protocol with security parameter k is odd so that the prover is the first
and the last to move. We denote by pk the public key of the prover and by sk
the associated secret key. Each party computes the next message as a function
of its keys, random tape and conversation prefix. More specifically, for identifi-
cation protocol ID(), message msg2j+1, for j integer and 1 ≤ 2j + 1 ≤ m(k),
is computed by the prover as msg2j+1←ID(prvmsg, crs, sk, msg1, · · · , msg2j ; RP )
where crs is the public parameter, RP is the random tape of the prover and
msg1, · · · , msg2j is the current conversation prefix. On the other hand, message

2 This certainly depends on the assumptions one makes with regard to the underlying
device. If one assumes a tamper proof true random number generator (based on
hardware) then the adversary cannot enforce the same physical environment and
consequently the same randomness.
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msg2j , for j integer and 2 ≤ 2j ≤ m(k) − 1, is computed by the verifier as
msg2j←ID(vrfmsg, crs, pk, msg1, · · · , msg2j−1; RV ) where crs is the public pa-
rameter, RV is the random tape of the verifier and msg1, · · · , msg2j−1 is the
current conversation prefix. The following keywords are used in the notation of
the identification protocols: prvmsg used to denote message from P to V , and
vrfmsg for message from V to P ; crsgen is used to generate public parameters on
input the security parameter 1k; keygen is used to generate the pair of public and
secret key of the prover on input of the security parameter 1k and the public
parameters crs, and vrfdec is used by the verifier to decide whether to accept
or not on input of the public parameter crs, the public key pk and the entire
conversation.

We require an identification to be complete in the sense that if prover and
verifier follow the protocol then the verifier accepts except with some negligible
probability.

CR+ security. To define the security of an identification protocol we strengthen
the notion of CR1 introduced by [10]. Our new notion captures security in the
following scenario. We have an adversary A that interacts with multiple instances
of an honest prover that are all running on input pk and using the same public
information crs. A is allowed to reset any of the instances to any state and we
do not want A to gain enough information from this interaction to successfully
complete an identification protocol with an honest verifier on input pk. In the
CR1 notion of [10] the two phases did not overlap in time (with the interaction
with the honest provers to be completed before the interaction with the honest
verifiers will start) and the adversary A was playing the same protocol with
honest provers and honest verifier3.

We get a stronger security notion by considering more powerful adversaries.
Specifically, we allow the adversary to start the interaction with the verifier;
the adversary can suspend the interaction with the verifier and start a resetting
attack with the provers; finally, the adversary can resume the interaction with
the verifier. We stress that, similarly to the CR1 notion of [10], we do not allow
the adversary to interact with the provers and the verifier at the same time.
Indeed, if this kind of attacks were allowed, then the adversary could simply
relay messages between the honest prover and the honest verifier and no protocol
can be secure against this attack. In [10] these stronger attacks where considered
in the notion CR2, however, their CR2 secure protocols work assuming that each
interaction uses a different session ID. We do not follow this approach since in
practice nothing prevents the adversary from using the same ID in all protocols
as it does in the simple relay attack where the adversary copies all messages: For
instance in the CR2-secure construction in [10] the identity is a public-key pk of
a CCA2 encryption scheme. The verifier sends a CCA2 encryption of a challenge
c and the prover answers by sending back the plaintext m. Obviously the MiM

3 Obviously A could play with many verifiers but this would not add extra power
since any succeeding adversary A that plays with many verifiers can be reduced to
a succeeding adversary A′ that plays with just one verifier, by simply emulating
internally all other verifiers required by A.
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can obtain c from the verifier, send c to the prover thus obtaining m, and finally
can give m back to the verifier.

Therefore, given that the adversary has an easy strategy to win, we simply
observe that there is no possible defense against on-line MiM attacks when they
are mounted, and thus it is anyway necessary to resort to physical means to
make sure that the adversary will not play protocols with other verifiers when
it is also playing with a prover. In this context one may use some additional
techniques such as distance bounding [12,13,14,15] where one can guarantee
that the protocol played by the prover with the MiM will be executed in one
shot, and it is isolated from the surrounding environment. Once we have this
guarantee, we can focus on weaker and achievable security definitions.

Moreover, there is another important improvement to CR1 that we consider
in the definition of CR+. Indeed, we also allow the adversary A to play different
identification protocols with the provers and with the verifiers. This covers the
case in which one can design an identification protocol that can be successfully
executed by an adversary (even without knowing the secret key) if an adversary
has access to the prover of a different identification protocol. The notion of [10]
instead considered an adversary successful only if it manages to use the same
identification protocol against itself and thus would guarantee security only if
the same public key was used in only one type of identification protocol.

Therefore, having specified that the relay of messages is a successful attack
and having extended the notions of CR1 and CR2 by assuming that the protocol
played by the adversary with the prover can be different from the one played with
the verifier, we have that when left and right protocols are the same, then CR2
⇒ CR+ ⇒ CR1, moreover CR1 �⇒ CR+ �⇒ CR2, and CR2 is impossible to achieve.
Our goal is to achieve CR+ security, and this will correspond to CR2 with the
restriction that the adversary can have access only once to the prover and can
access it with resetting capabilities, while it is isolated from other verifiers.

Formal definition. We consider probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A that
are a three-phase adversaries. In the first phase, A can issue a SendVer query
which takes a message msg that is sent to an instance of a honest verifier of iden-
tification protocol IDR and the reply to the query is the next verifier message.
In the second phase the adversary A mounts a resetting attack on protocol ID
in which A can start any number of instances of the prover of ID on input public
key pk. In the third phase, A can resume the instance of protocol IDR started
in the first phase. We say that A is successful if the instance of protocol IDR
is completed successfully. We stress that throughout the attack A is allowed to
start exactly one instance4 of protocol IDR in which A acts as a prover on input
pk. In particular, the verifier of IDR cannot be reset.

Definition 1. Let ID and IDR be two identification protocol. We say that ID
is CR+ secure with respect to IDR if for all probabilistic polynomial-time adver-
saries A the probability that experiment IDCR+A

ID,IDR(k) of Figure 1 returns 1
is negligible in k.

4 As we previously discussed, there is no extra power starting more such instances.
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IDCR+A
ID,IDR(k): Trusted Parameter Initialization:

1. crs←ID(crsgen, 1k); ||Generate trusted parameters.||

Users Initialization:

1. (pk, sk)←ID(keygen, crs, 1k); ||Pick keys via randomized key generation algo-
rithm. ||

2. Choose tape RV for verifier at random; CV ← 0; ||Coins and message counter
for verifier.||

3. trans = ∅;

Execute adversary A on input pk, crs;

– Phase I:
Reply to A’s SendVer(msg) queries as follows:
1. CV = CV + 2, trans = trans ◦ msg;
2. if CV ≤ m(k) − 1 then msgCV

←IDR(vrfmsg, crs, pk, trans; RV ); trans =
trans ◦ msgCV

; return(msgCV
);

3. if CV = m(k)−1 then dec←IDR(vrfdec, crs, pk, trans; RV ); return(dec);
4. if CV > m(k) − 1 then return(⊥);

– Phase II:
p ← 0; || Number of active prover instances. || Reply to A’s WakeNewProver

queries as follows:
|| Activate a new prover instance. ||
1. p ← p + 1; Pick a tape Rp at random;
2. return(p);

Reply to A’s SendPro(i, msg1, · · · , msg2j+1) queries, with 0 ≤ 2j < m(k) and
1 ≤ i ≤ p, as follows: || Send a message to i-th prover instance. ||
1. msg2j+1 ← ID(prvmsg, crs, sk, msg1, · · · , msg2j ; Ri)a.
2. return (msg2j+1).

– Phase III: exactly like Phase I.

return(dec).

a In a reset attack this message can be sent several times with the same Ri.

Fig. 1. Experiment for the execution of protocol ID with security parameter k in the
CR+ setting and resetting adversary A playing protocol IDR in the right

In Section 3 we give an identification protocol that is an argument of knowledge
and is CR+ non-transferable with respect to all identification protocols that are
arguments of knowledge.

Generalizing CR+ to multiple accesses. While it is reasonable to assume that by
using some physical assumptions, one can be sure that the protocol executed
by the prover is run in one shot, it is not immediately clear while the adversary
should not be able to get again access to prover’s device in the future, then again
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interacting with the verifier and so on. Such extra power makes the attack of the
adversary as strong as the CR2 attack, and thus it is impossible to obtain a secure
identification protocol. Indeed, observe that the restriction that the adversary
plays with the prover in one shot, does not hold anymore as the adversary can
then play some messages with the verifier and can later reset the prover. This
concretely simulates the CR2 attack and allows the adversary to be a proxy that
copies to the verifier all messages played with the prover. This extension of CR+
is therefore impossible to achieve.

An important question is therefore whether the extra power of the adversary
in this extension of CR+ is always possible in real scenarios, and thus there would
be no reason to study CR+ anymore. However, consider the following example.
Since the interaction with V is non-resetting, it does make sense to consider
a scenario where the adversary suspends the execution with V , plays in one
shot with P and then continues again the protocol with V . Indeed, since the
interruption in practice can be just for a very short time, concrete timeouts of
V do not expire. A similar and more concrete example is that of the use of an
e-passport at the border control.

3 Resettably Non-transferable Identification

Overview. In this section we present an efficient identification protocol ID that
considers the security issues previously discussed. We then analyze its security
properties. Our starting point for obtaining CR+ security is the approach used
by [8] for the off-line setting (i.e., the MiM does not work simultaneously with
provers and verifier) with PKI-less verifiers. Indeed, the proposed protocol is a
zero-knowledge5 proof of knowledge and as such it enjoys a satisfying security
notion for both prover (i.e., the zero knowledge property) and verifier (i.e., the
proof of knowledge property). Moreover the zero-knowledge property preserves
the non-transferability of the protocol even in case the adversary will play with
the verifier both before and after playing with the prover.

The only weakness of the protocol proposed in [8] concerns the fact that they
restrict the adversary to sequential interactions with the prover. This, however,
does work in some scenarios where the adversary has physical access to the device
and can mount concurrent and reset attacks against the prover. If one tries to
strengthen the protocol of [8] to make it secure against concurrent/resetting ad-
versaries, then the efficiency of their transformations is immediately lost (indeed,
there is currently no efficient concurrent/resettable zero-knowledge proof system
in their setting). Moreover, there is no hope to preserve the proof of knowledge
property (at least for the black-box sense) against a resetting adversary.

We therefore play with the set-up assumptions in order to strengthen their
solution still keeping it viable in several applications, and in particular for the
one that they proposed, i.e., citizens identification through e-passports.

5 Notice that zero knowledge implies other security properties as witness indistin-
guishability and witness hiding.
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The setup assumption that we consider is the use of trusted parameters that
we assume are known when parties run the protocol. Our trusted parameters do
not correspond to a verifier public key, therefore we keep the PKI-less feature on
the verifier side. For verifier security, by appropriately using the trusted para-
meters we achieve the argument of knowledge property while at the same time
the adversary can mount reset attacks. Notice that the argument of knowledge
property along with security against reset attacks is impossible to achieve with-
out some setup assumption (the adversary would be as strong as the extractor),
therefore this justifies the use of trusted parameters. For prover security, we show
that resettable witness indistinguishability sufficies against transferability attacks
(similar approaches were used in [10]). Even though our protocol also achieves re-
settable zero knowledge in the trusted parameters model, we follow the approach
of [10] and consider resettable witness indistinguishability since in general reset-
table zero knowledge could be a requirement that only increases the complexity
of a non-transferable protocol. Concretely, our protocol is a special argument of
knowledge that is CR+ non-transferable with respect to any argument of knowl-
edge. Our protocol achieves a general (rather than self) non-transferability prop-
erty and works in a setting that admits wide applications.

The CR+ security proof of our protocol ID works as follows.

1. We include in the set of trusted parameters the parameters of a trapdoor
commitment scheme6; this will let us to prove the argument of knowledge
property, indeed the extractor will use a secret associated to the commitment
parameters, and this is not known to the resetting adversary.

2. We include in the trusted parameters another public key pk’; this will be
used to reach a contradiction (see Section 3.1).

3. We run the experiment of CR+ by using in ID the secret that corresponds
to pk’ instead of the one corresponding to pk; by the resettable witness
indistinguishability of ID the adversary will not notice any difference.

4. We assume that the adversary transfers a proof from ID to IDR.
5. We run the extractor of IDR obtaining the secret key associated to pk7 thus

breaking pk (if we instead always obtain pk′ we can run a symmetric game
where we break pk′).

In order to design the resettable witness indistinguishable argument of knowl-
edge ID, we will try to be as much general as possible, therefore we will present
a general protocol based on the popular Σ-protocols. These protocols exist for
many useful languages and often admit efficient instantiations. We will then sug-
gest an instantiation based on Schnorr’s protocol [18] and argue its applicability
to the e-passport framework.

Generic protocol. Let 1k be the security parameter. The crsgen procedure out-
puts as public parameters a randomly chosen hard instance pk′ of a language L′

6 Such commitment schemes when defined in the trusted parameters model allow a
party to open a commitment as any valid messages, in case it knows the trapdoor
associated to the trusted parameters. See [17] for formal definitions.

7 This step requires that IDR is an argument of knowledge.
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admitting a Σ-protocol ΠΣ′ and the public parameters tc of a trapdoor com-
mitment scheme.

The keygen procedure outputs as public key pk of P a randomly chosen hard
instance for a language L admitting a Σ protocol ΠΣ, along with the corre-
sponding NP witness sk as secret key.

The protocol can be described as follows. We consider the OR-composition
of the two Σ-protocols obtained using the techniques of [19] and that produces
another Σ-protocol ΠΣ∨ , which 3 rounds are denoted (a, c, z). Protocol ID that
we propose starts by requiring that V uses tc to send a commitment ĉ of the
challenge c of ΠΣ∨ . Then P uses a pseudorandom function to obtain the ran-
domness to use in the next steps. P computes and sends the first message a of
ΠΣ∨ . Then V opens to c the commitment ĉ. Then P sends the last message z of
ΠΣ∨ . Finally V runs the decision procedure of ΠΣ∨ thus accepting or rejecting
the proof. The protocol is illustrated in Figure 2.

Security parameter: k.
Tools: pseudorandom function f , trapdoor commitment scheme
(Gen, Com, TCom, TDec, Ver).
Common input: the public information (pk′, tc) and the public key of the
prover pk.
P ’s private input: sk that is an NP witness for pk in L.
P ’s randomness: randomly pick a seed s; the randomness of P will be taken
from the output of f(s, ĉ) where ĉ is the first message received from V .

V : select a message c for ΠΣ∨ , compute and send ĉ = Com(c).
P : generate and send the first message a for ΠΣ∨ .
V : open ĉ to c.
P : check that the opening of ĉ to c is correct and then compute and send the

last message z of ΠΣ∨ .
V : accept iff (a, c, z) is an accepting transcript for ΠΣ∨ .

Fig. 2. ID: CR+ Non-Transferable Identification

3.1 Analysis

We now show that the protocol depicted in Fig. 2 is CR+ secure. Completeness can
be obtained by inspection since if P follows the protocol, then V trivially always
accepts. For proving CR+ non-transferability we first show that the protocol is a
resettable witness-indistinguishable (rWI) argument of knowledge. Then we will
show that any adversary for the CR+ non-transferability property can be used to
reach a contradiction.

ID is a rWI argument of knowledge. Completeness is straight-forward since by
inspection we can observe that the honest verifier accepts the proof given by the
honest prover on input the secret key.
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The argument of knowledge property can be proved by showing an extractor
E that outputs a valid secret key with probability p′ such that |p′ − p| ≤ ε(k)
for a negligible function ε, whenever an adversarial prover P � can succeed in
convincing a honest verifier with probability p. E runs on input the trapdoor
that corresponds to the parameters tc of the trapdoor commitment scheme.

E runs the honest verifier algorithm with the following exception: it com-
putes the commitment c in the first round using the trapdoor. Notice that this
experiment is indistinguishable from the real game played by P � and the hon-
est verifier V since the trapdoor property of the trapdoor commitment scheme
guarantees that commitments computed using the trapdoor are indistinguishable
from commitments computed using the honest commitment function. Therefore,
if P � succeeds with honest V with probability p = p0, it will succeed with E
with probability p1 where |p1 − p0| is negligible in k. The extractor E then goes
back to the opening phase and instead of opening ĉ to c, it opens ĉ to a randomly
chosen message c′. Here we have that the probability that c = c′ is negligible in
k. Moreover, we have again that the trapdoorness of the trapdoor commitment
scheme guarantees that P � completes again successfully the proof with proba-
bility p2 where |p2 − p1| is negligible in k. Notice that by the special soundness
property of ΠΣ∨ , E extracts from the two accepting transcripts either a valid
secret key sk corresponding to pk or the witness w for the hard instance pk′ ∈ L′.
From the above discussion, the probability that E extracts one of those two wit-
nesses is p2 ≤ p + ε(k) for some negligible function ε. Finally we have that if
the extracted witness is with overwhelming probability sk, then the extraction
procedure is successful with probability p′. Instead, if with non-negligible prob-
ability the witness extracted corresponds to pk′ ∈ L′, we have that the previous
game with non-negligible probability breaks the hard instance that is stored in
the trusted parameters, thus contradicting the assumption that the instance is
hard. This implies that p′ ≤ p2 + ε(k) for some negligible function ε and thus it
concludes the proof of the argument of knowledge property.

To prove the resettable witness-indistinguishable property we can use the gen-
eral approach of [9] since our protocol follows the paradigm that they introduced
to design rWI proof systems8. For the sake of clarifying the features of the pro-
tocol, we now give a sketched proof. First of all, notice that by Proposition 1
of [19] we have that ΠΣ∨ is witness indistinguishable. By adding a commitment
of the challenge to the first round, we have only an additional constraint for the
adversarial verifier and thus witness indistinguishability is trivially preserved.
Moreover, it is known by [20,21] that witness indistinguishability is preserved
under concurrent composition. In order to claim rWI, we have therefore only
to consider the resets performed by V �. However, notice that the randomness
used by the prover is the output of the pseudorandom function on input the
first message of the verifier. Therefore, any reset of V � where it feeds to P a
different commitment under a previously used randomness, will correspond to a

8 The verifier first commits and then the only message it sends are openings of the
committed messages. The prover uses as randomness the output of a pseudorandom
function on input the commitment of the verifier and a random seed.
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new incarnation of P that will use new pseudorandom bits as randomness. The
capability of V � in succeeding in a reset attacks can therefore be converted to a
distinguisher that distinguishes the use of random bits from the use of pseudo-
random bits and therefore would break the pseudorandomness of the pseudoran-
dom function. There is one more subtle point to consider: since the randomness
of P is fixed after the commitment of the first round, we have that in case V
manages to open the committed message in two different ways, it would run
P twice with the same pseudorandom bits but under different transcripts. This
clearly would violate the preservation of the witness indistinguishability prop-
erty. However, such a capability of V with non-negligible probability p would
immediately correspond to an adversary that with non-negligible probability p
breaks the binding property of the trapdoor commitment scheme instantiated in
the trusted parameters.

CR+ non-transferability. Assume there is a MiM A that succeeds in transferring
a proof during a CR+ attack with non-negligible probability p0. We show how
to use A for reaching a contradiction. First of all, we run A with fake but
perfectly indistinguishable parameters (pk′, tc) and public key pk. Protocol IDR
is played by running the honest verifier algorithm. Protocol ID instead is played
by running the honest prover algorithm of ΠΣ but using as witness the one
corresponding to ΠΣ′ protocol (which instance pk′ is in the trusted parameters).
Notice that A will still succeed in IDR with probability p1 such that |p1 − p0|
is negligible in k, otherwise it would immediately contradict the rWI property
of ID that we have proved above.

We can then replace the verifier of IDR by the corresponding extractor. Its
execution still guarantees that A succeeds in IDR with probability p2 such that
|p2 − p1| is negligible. The execution of the extraction procedure will potentially
require multiple rewinds and consequently multiple executions of ID. Finally,
in case the extractor IDR will give as output one sk. we have that A can be
used to break an hard instance of L. Instead, in case we have that the extraction
procedure fails, notice that the only difference between the real game where A
succeeds and this game, consists in the different witness used by the prover of
ID. Therefore, either the extraction procedure on IDR succeeds and we break
an hard instance of L, or it fails and in this case we have a distinguisher for
the resettable witness indistinguishable property of ID. However, since we have
already proved the resettable witness indistinguishable property of ID, we have
reached a contradiction. This ends the proof.

4 Efficient Instantiation and Application to E-Passports

The CR+-secure identification protocol ID that we have shown can be instan-
tiated very efficiently in the following way. The trapdoor commitment scheme
can be Pedersen’s commitment scheme, which requires a k-bit prime q, a prime
p = 2q + 1 and two generators g, h of the subgroup G of Z�

p of q elements for
the trusted parameters. The trapdoor will be the discrete logarithm α of h with
base g mod p. For language L′ and an hard instance pk′ we can simply consider
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Security Parameter: k.
Tools: pseudorandom function f .
Common input: The public information (p, q, g, h, pk′).
P ’s identity: pk ∈ Gq .
P ’s private input: sk such that gsk = pk (mod p).
P ’s randomness: randomly pick a seed s; the randomness of P will be taken
from the output of f(s, Ĉ) where Ĉ is the first message received from V .

V : Randomly pick C ∈ Zq and commit to c by computing Ĉ = gChr for a
random r ∈ Zq. Send Ĉ to P .

P : Randomly pick s0, C1, Z1 ∈ Zq , and set A0 = gs0 and A1 = gZ1pk−C1

(mod q). Send A0 and A1 to V .
V : Upon receiving (A0, A1), open commitment Ĉ by sending (C, r).
P : Check that the opening is correct and then compute Z0 as follows: C0 = C−C1

(mod q), Z0 = s0 + C0sk (mod q). Send (Z0, C0, Z1, C1).
V : Accept if C0 + C1 = C (mod q) and if gZ0 = A0pkC0 (mod p) and gZ1 =

A1pk′C1 (mod p).

Fig. 3. Efficient CR+ Non-Transferable Identification Protocol IDDLOG

G and a random element pk ∈ G. A randomly chosen pair of public and secret
keys can be respectively a pair (pk, sk) where gsk = pk (mod p). ΠΣ′ and ΠΣ

will coincide with Schnorr’s Σ protocol. The protocol is illustrated in Figure 3.
We consider such a protocol as a possible substitute for the Chip Authenti-

cation protocol of EAC [16,5] to be used in the next generation of e-passports.
The next generation of e-passports will make use of public-key cryptography for
identification and cloning prevention and it is assumed that the owner will hand
over his passport to the border control guard that thus has physical control of
the device for a time interval. Therefore, the e-passport could in general be sub-
ject to reset attacks where the malicious inspection system will try to gain as
much information as it can in order to impersonate that identity later. Moreover,
it is also possible that the inspection system initiated an identification protocol
with a verifier before starting his slot in the border control system and will try to
continue it as soon as he will finish his slot. The CR+ notion of non-transferability
perfectly fits the setting of the e-passports.

Note that the current proposal for chip authentication protocol in Extended
Access Control [5] of e-passport is not CR+ secure (and thus transferable). Con-
sider our attack from Section 2 on resettable identification scheme with CCA2
encryption from [10]. Then we obtain an attack on the Chip Authentication
Protocol by simply replacing the identity of the prover with a Diffie-Hellman
contribution A (representing the static public key in the chip authentication pro-
tocol of EAC). The message of the verifier will be a randomized Diffie-Hellman
contribution B and the identification of the prover is concluded by means of
the passive authentication step C that consists in a message sent by the prover
according to the Diffie-Hellman exchanged key K. Therefore, by replacing pk
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with A, c with B and m with C, we can mount precisely the same attack. Notice
further that in our attack we did not have to resort to any reset. This implies
that the EAC chip authentication protocol is transferable even if the adversary
can not perform resets.

The protocol that we have proposed works in the trusted parameters model. No-
tice that this is not an extra assumption for the application to e-passports as pass-
ports by their ownnature assume a trusted authority. Indeed, e-passports aremade
by governments and readers at the border control already trust the parameters de-
cidedby those governments (i.e., theyacceptas valid the identities certified through
digital signatures and digital certificates by those governments). Therefore there is
no extra assumption when in the context of e-passport a government also appends
to its public information the parameters that we require as trusted parameters.

Another feature of our candidate implementation for e-passports is that there
is no public-key requirement on the verifier side. Note that the current proposal
for e-passport heavily uses PKI and hence, for e-passports, the management of
a PKI is problematic as it should include a key-revocation management that
would be difficult to implement.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new security notion for identification pro-
tocols, termed CR+, which we believe to adequately model the achievable non-
transferability properties of identification protocols under reset attacks.

We then have proposed as identification protocol an argument of knowledge
in the trusted parameters model that is CR+ secure with respect to any other
argument of knowledge. In addition, our protocol makes minimal set-up assump-
tion, does not require PKI on the verifier side and can be efficiently instantiated
with all languages admitting Σ-protocols.

We have also applied our results to the current proposal for enhanced e-
passports pointing out the conceptual transferability weaknesses of the chip au-
thentication protocol. Finally we have proposes an efficient instantiation of out
general result as a possible substitute for the Chip Authentication protocol.
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